MxA, a member of the dynamin superfamily, is a potent host restriction factor for influenza A virus replication. The viral nucleoprotein (NP) of influenza A virus has been suggested to be a target of MxA. However, the molecular details of the interactions between NP and MxA remain unknown. In the present study, loop L4 of MxA, which was shown to target viral component and is missing in the crystal structure of MxA was modeled on a dimer of the MxA. The dimer was then docked onto NP. The resulting NP-MxA dimer complex is in agreement with previous studies, as the interface contains many residues that were previously identified to be associated with MxA resistance. And the model was the used to construct NP-MxA ring. We also constructed a structural model of the complex of influenza virus NP and polymerase, and the NP residues that interact with MxA in the NP-MxA model partly overlap with those in the NP-polymerase model, so MxA may competitively inhibit the binding of NP and the polymerase and disrupt the assembly of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex. These results of this work represent a putative molecular mechanisms for MxA antiviral activity.
Introduction
Avian influenza viruses (AIVs) are zoonotic pathogens that mainly circulate in birds.
They occasionally cross the species barrier and infect mammals and humans(1). All the four major human influenza pandemics since the beginning of the last century have been genetically related to AIVs. For example, the 1918 pandemic virus originated shortly before 1918 when a human H1 virus acquired avian N1 neuraminidase and internal protein genes (1). The H2N2 pandemic virus of 1957 was generated by reassortment of the previously circulating human H1N1 virus and an avian H2N2 virus that contributed the PB1, HA, and NA genes to the pandemic strain subtypes have caused hundreds of cases of human infections. So far, sustained human-to-human transmission of these viruses has not been reported (6). In order to infect humans and establish a stable virus linage influenza A viruses of avian origin has to break the species barrier and acquire the capacity of efficient transmission in humans. To overcome the species barrier, several adaptive mechanisms to the new human hosts are required. Besides adaptations to host factors that facilitate infection, such as the adaptation of HA proteins to host receptors (7, 8) , another important adaptive mechanism is the counteraction against cellular restriction factors that inhibit virus replication (9).
Human MxA protein, a dynamin-like GTPase, was amongst the first identified Interferon stimulated genes (ISGs) that restricts the replication of influenza A virus (10-13) and a wide range of other negative and positive strand RNA viruses (14, 15) .
It may thus function as an efficient barrier against zoonotic introduction of influenza
A viruses into the human population. MxA is a cytoplasmic protein that associates with the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the smooth ER-Golgi intermediate and sequester viral components upon virus infection (16, 17) . Nucleoproteins (NPs) of influenza A virus have been identified as major target of MxA, and the interaction between NP and MxA has been studied in some detail. For example, a MxA construct targeted nucleus (nuclear MxA) can form complex with NP and inhibit the transcription step of the influenza virus genome, and the inhibitory activity of nuclear MxA was markedly neutralized by over-expression of the NP or an N-terminal, but not C-terminal region of the NP (18). Different strains of influenza A viruses showed different sensitivity to the antiviral activity of MxA. The pandemic 1918 H1N1 "Spanish flu" is insensitive to MxA, while the highly pathogenic avian H5N1 strain is sensitive (19) . The different sensitivity of these influenza virus strains depend solely on their NP protein (20) . By comparing the sequences of NP of highly pathogenic avian H5N1 strain , the pandemic 1918 H1N1 "Spanish flu", and the 2009 H1N1 pandemic influenza A virus strain, a bunch of NP residues that determine the sensitivity of the virus stains to MxA are identified (9).
The MxA structure was recently determined (21, 22) . It resembles that of other members of the dynamin-like large GTPase superfamily, consisting of an N-terminal GTPase domain (G domain) and a C-terminal stalk comprising an antiparallel fourhelix bundle. These two structural domains are links by a bundle-signaling element (BSE) that is necessary to transfer structural changes during GTP binding and hydrolysis to the stalk. The crystal structures of the stalk and the close-to-full-length of MxA highlights the importance of self-assembly for the antiviral activity of MxA (21, 22) . Thus, the stalk mediates dimerization of MxA via a highly conserved interface. Two further interface allow assembly of dimers into an oligomer. However, the crystal structure did not resolve the molecular basis for the long-standing problem how MxA mediates its antiviral specificity. This would require the atomic structure of the complex of MxA with its viral target components.
Evolution analysis of the MxA coding regions of 24 primate species showed that the majority of positively selected sites were located in the MxA stalk, and the most striking enrichment of positively selected sites is an unstructured loop L4 at the tip of the stalk. This analysis revealed a long history of positive selection in L4 across primates, which suggested that the loop L4 was the genetic determinant of the antiviral specificity of Mx proteins (23).
Based on these studies, we made an attempt to construct a structural model of MxA to explain the interaction of MxA and the NP protein of influenza A virus.
Results

Modelling the missing loops in the crystal structures of MxA and H5 NP
Previous studies showed that influenza virus NPs are the target of MxA protein (18, 19, 24) . However, no atomic structure of the MxA-NP complex has been reported to date. This prevents a complete molecular understanding of the antiviral mechanisms of MxA. Here, we modelled the MxA-NP complex using molecular docking with the crystal structures of MxA and NP protein of influenza H5N1 virus.
In the published close-to-full-length MxA structure, some residues GTPase domain were disordered and not included in the model (residues 95-101, 128-130, 182-187, 265-266, 318-320, and 535-572) . Most importantly, residues 535-572 comprising the L4 Loop were deleted in the crystallized construct ( Figure 1A ). In the H5N1 virus NP model (PDB code: 2Q06), residues 1-21 and 79-86 were missing ( Figure 1B ) (25). We first modelled the missing L4 fragment in MxA protein using the I-TASSER program (26, 27) . I-TASSER provided five structural models of MxA ( Figure S1 and S2). When constructing MxA dimers using these five MxA structural models, we found that in most dimers, the modelled L4 loop in one monomer clashed into the corresponding loop or the helical structures from the other monomer, or crash into the helix of the stalk in the other monomer ( Figure S1 ). Only in one of these dimer, one MxA monomer did not clash with the opposing monomer (model 3, Figure   1C ), so we use this dimer for the docking and construction of the higher-order MxA oligomer. As for H5N1 NP, we use the I-TASSER model with the best score (model1, Figure 1D ) for docking.
In model 3 of the MxA dimer, the two mended L4 loops formed a salient structure.
They extend from α 3 s region of the stalk, form a short helix, then tilt back with their C-terminal residues forming interactions with the α 4 s region (Figure 2A ). In the L4 Thus, residues K554 to A572 in the two L4 models form an extended and solventexposed interface that might interact with the viral targets ( Figure 2B ).
Docking the MxA dimer to the NP of influenza H5N1 virus
Docking of the MxA dimer to NP was performed by Z-dock program (28). L4 of the two MxA monomers in the dimer were obvious exposed, so we set these residues as docking site. We did not set any restriction in the NP for docking. The Z-dock server yielded 10 models of NP-MxA dimer complexes. The interacting resides in the NP of the 10 complex models were listed in In model 8, the two L4 loops bind to the head domain of NP, and the docking site is on the opposite side of the RNA binding groove ( Figure 3A and 3B). The L4 loops extend along the surface of the NP head domain and form extensive interaction with the NP. There are totally 25 residues in NP that are involved in the interaction with
MxA which comprise 9 pairs of hydrogen bonds, 1 pair of salt bridge, and numerous van der Waal interactions. Among the three residues linked to MxA-resistance, L283
of the NP locates to the center of the interaction interface ( Figure 3C When mapping the 25 NP interface residues in model 8 and the 13 NP residues that are associated with MxA resistance in NP structure of model 8 ( Figure 3D ), the relation between these two residue groups become clearer. Among the 13 NP residues that are associated with MxA resistance, three overlap with the NP interface in NP.
Other five residues including E53, R100, F313, I316, T350 and R351 are near the interface, so mutations of them can also have certain effect on the interaction. In this structural model of NP-polymerase complex ( Figure 5B ), both NPs contact with PA and PB1 subunits of the polymerase. PA contacts both NPs in the model, and so does PB1. PA contact one of the NPs (NP1) by residues in the PA linker, while contact the other NP (NP2) by residues in the PA-arch domain, which is responsible for binding the viral RNA; the PB1 residues that contact NP1 locate in the PB1 fingers domain and that contact NP2 locate in PB1 β -hairpin domain. Some NP residues which localize at the NP-PA or NP-PB1 interface are also the NP interface residues in our NP-MxA dimer structural model ( Figure 5C ). For example, in one of the NP subunits in the NP-polymerase model, Q42 which interacts with PB1 N58 also interacts with the MxA K556 and S558 in the NP-MxA model; C44 and L49 which interact PB1 K383 also contact MxA D560 and F561 in the NP-MxA dimer model; L47 which interacts with PB1 E387 also interacts with MxA D560; K48 which contacts PB1 S395 also contacts MxA D560; S50 which contacts PA N388 also contacts MxA F561; D51 which forms a hydrogen bond with PB1 K379 and a salt bridge with PB1 386R also contacts with MxA F561 ( Figure 5D and 5E). In the other NP subunit in the NP-polymerase model, Y289 which contacts PA P221 contacts MxA Our docking analysis also shows that the free NP monomers can form spatially rational complex with MxA-ring. This result casts light on a possible mechanism of MxA: it capture the free newly synthesized NP proteins in cytosol so that their returning to nucleus is retarded and the packing of RNPs is hindered. However, structural and functional data are needed to verify this conclusion.
Methods
Modelling NP-MxA complex
Coordinates of MxA (PDB code: 3SZR) and the H5N1 influenza subtype 
Modelling NP-polymerase complex
The structures of PA, PB1 and PB2 of H5N1 influenza subtype (A/HK/483/97)
were modelled by I-TASSER program as described above, using the crystal structure of the F346, I347, R382, R384, Y385, W386,  F464, E465, L466, I475, P477; D51, L283, A286, S287, G288, Y289,  D290, E294, D302, R305, L306, Q309,  S467   K554, K556, K557, S558, W559, D560,  F561, S566, G562   Model10  E73, K74, H82, G86, K90, R174, M196,  R199, N202, D203, R204, F206, W207,  N211, T215, A218   M1, Q4, E210, R213, R214, I217   Q565, A563, S566, G562, R431, N420, T416,  D560, F561, S558, W559, K557, S558, Figure legends 
